Lakhisarai (Bihar) on 17.02.2019 to 18.02.2019. followins instructions

1.

The Overall academic activities of the vidyalaya are very good and it should be
replicated up to class Vl so that the entire students must get benefited with the positive
environment of the vidyalaya.

2,

Develop shaCe in the morning assemb;y arena with profile sheet and fix sound system
so that it can be used for addressing the students without delay,

3. Change the timing of the vidyalaya, The students should report after breakfast and stay
in the academic block till lunch. Provide light refreshment during break.
4.

Morning assembly may be improved further as per following advice:of students 05 minutes before assembly time and concluding the
assembly sharp on time.
(b) Allowing all students perform in the morning assembly date wise without using
notes/slips.
(c) Musical instrument should be played by other sets of students daily.
(d) Students should know how to change the programme with short notice and as per
need of the hour.

(a) Reporting

5.

Garbage free vidyalaya has bags of different type of garbage and dispose it at regular
interval. Purchase one THELA RICKSAW to collect different types of garbage from
different places- academic block/hostels/dining hall/staff quarter" Plastics in one bag,
papers in another bag, and glass in next bag, so on and keep these garbage at one place
in a shade so that it can be dispose of at regular interval. The garbage which can be
changed in manure should be dumbed at one place.

6.

Develop a nursery in the vidyalaya. (PGT-Bio, TGT-Science will provide their assistance
with the help of Daily wage/Casual labour).

7.

Develop four shades of profile sheet so that space available on first floor of the
vidyalaya will be utilized to develop learning space/space for special classes/activity
corner as per need to keep the items serviceable as well as dismantled items.

8.

Develop one repair workshop and keep all repairable items in that workshop.

9.

No furniture should be kept in open. Two rooms may be developed below the stair case
to keep sanitation items in the vidyalaya.
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10.To ensure safety of girls and properti of academic block the height of boundary wall
may be raised with barbet wire fenc ng. Curtain wall must be erected in front of girls
dormitory as the road is common for all the inmates and it is crossing in front of girls
dormitory.
11. Provision of steel wires to dry the clothes in the Boys/Girls hostels.
12. After deciding the land use plan of the vidyalaya, plant
in the vidyalaya.

fruit trees as per space available

13. Develop 400 meter track as space is available in the vidyalaya. One drain is required
behlnd the dormitories/academic block to drain out the rain water and other water to
one point of the vidyalaya so that tension with local people for disposing water should
be shorted out. The work may be given to CPWD with the additional phase building with
recommendation of the vidyalaya to GM constructions NVS, Head quarters.
14. Make repair of remaining internal road from M&R. Proposal for additional fund may be
submitted for the needful.
15. Chalk out a beautification plan and provide class notice board/display board/class/ room
sign board in all the classes.
16. Develop a space to keep green vegetable and other items of the mess to keep working
soace free in dining ha!!
17. Special fund may be asked from RO for execution of all above said work.

Please submit the work completion report once in a month

till the end of works.

(D.S. Kflmar)
Deputy Commissioner
N.V.S. RO, Patna
Camp- J.N.V. Barahiya, Lakhisarai
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